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12.06.2016 - Time 10:00 - 18:30

Trysil, Trysilelva - “secret spot”

2,6 m x x

10º C 16º C 1-4 m/s NW

x

10.00 - 12.0012.00 - 18.30

Baetis EM (golden olive and light olive) 8-10 mm 4 n 10:00-13:30

B. Digitatus (brown/brown olive) 7-8 mm 2 n 10:00-13:30

B. Niger (blackish/lt olive) 6-8 mm 1 n 10:00-13:30

Hept Dalecarlca + Sulphur 12-14 mm 3 n 12:00 - 14:00

Siphlonurus Aestevalis 15 - 20 mm 2 n all day

Swarming caddis 10-12 mm 6 n 15.00-

Baetis Flymf 14-16 In the film 5 10:00–13.00

Sparkle Dun 12-16 Dry 4 12:00-15:00

0,5 - 1,3 kg 8 6

Fantastic hatch - all species at once!!

Must be one of the first really good days,
the fish were not crazy even though the 
mays were hatching like crazy

A super intense swarming of egg lying 
caddis. Millions.

Lots of great shots!!

Paraduns (olive/brown olive) 12-16 Dry 2 all day



NOTES

SKETCHES

Fished with Lukas and the dog, Lilo. We went out for an all-day, all in, heavy fly fishing bonanza. The weather
forecast was great, with good temperatures, little wind (we were worried abouth the northern draft, though) and 
the water level once again has setteled to norma after the flooding earlier in the summer.

It took some time before we solved the hatch. It was difficult, since the larger species were on the water, but the fish
seemed uninteresed in the Heptagenias and Sihphlos. But as we have experienced so often – the ones that outnum-
bers the rest, is the preferred choice.

The solution throughout the day really was the olives size 14. and in particular the sparkle duns from 11 am until 
early afternoon.

Guess it’s to early to expect heavy spinner falls. There are some spinners in the afternoon, but not enough to attract 
heavy rises. 

The caddis we have been fishin on the past two weeks were swarming today. Super-internse clouds consisting of 
millions of size 14 caddis flew over the river from early afternoon. With al those bugs in the air, we were fishing 
BWO imitations on the water.

The catch today was moderate - both trout and grayling. Caught in our regular spots “Sweden”, “Lillestrøm” and 
“Scotland”.


